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Fundamental concept of the L|PWFA hybrid acceleration scheme 
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Gaining inside into laser plasma accelerators via simulations is an essential step
in understanding and improving them. However, modeling the L|PWFA hybrid
accelerator is a challenging task. Detailed input from the experiment like higher
laser modes and exact density profiles need to be considered. Furthermore,
particle-in-cell simulation are computationally expensive and require both a highly
efficient and parallel simulation framework as well as sophisticated numerical
algorithms like dispersion free or arbitrary order field solvers, efficient current
depositing schemes and Liénard-Wiechert based initialization methods. Only with
a constant feedback loop between experiment and theory, an understanding of
the complex dynamics within this new type of
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start-to-end L|PWFA hybrid accelerator with 
shock-generated downramp injection

Combining laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) with beam-driven
plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) allows to produce an extremely
compact source for high brightness electrons.
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accelerator can be gained.
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